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0. Introduction 
In [20, Theorem 6.11, Swan showed that &(Z[X, Y]/(XY)) is not isomorphic to 
J&(Z), and used this to show the failure of excision for &. The question of 
computing K&Z[X, Y]/(XY)), and more generally &(A[X, Y]/(XY)) for a ring A, 
remained open. In [9], one of us raised the ques’tion of computing 
S&(F[X, Y]/(XY( Y - X))), F a field. I3y the Mayer-Vietoris sequence, this 
reduces to computing Kz(F[X, Y]/(XY)) (see Remark 4.10.1 Ibelow). In the present 
paper, we compute K2(A[X, Y]/(XY)) for an arbitrary ring A (not necessarily 
commutative) in terms of K*(A) and Kz(A[X]) (Theorem 4.7 below). This is done by 
using the fact that there exists a Cartesian square 
A[X, YIAXY) - NY1 
A[X] - A 
with all arrows split, in order to derive a normal form for elements of 
St(A[X, Y]/(XY)). The argument works for other Cartesian squares as well, when all 
arrows split suitably. This is also used in Section 6. 
If A is commutative and is an A-module, let AM be lthe ring A 0 with zero 
multiplication on ; in particular, 
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Kalllen [21] computed &(AA). Various authors (Hatcher (unpublished), Perron [ 12, 
131) considered K~(AM) in special cases; Swan, in particular, asked in [5] for a 
computation of &(&). Since 
A MCBN - AN 
AM 
is a Cartesian square of the above type, our results in Sections l-4 apply if A4 can be 
decomposed as a direct sum. Thus Kz(&) can be computed by writing A4 as a direct 
limit of finitely generated abelian groups. However, it turns out that a complete 
computation of&(Abf) can be given easily using van der Kallen-Maazen-Stienstra 
[22]. We do so in Section 6. 
Section 5 is devoted to generalizing the computation of &(A[X, Y]/(XY)j to 
K2(A[Xt, l l = 9 x?zI/(JG& l ’ l &IN. 
1. Elements of Kz 
Let R denote an associative ring with unit and R* its group of units. If 6, b E R are 
such ttiat 1+ ktb E R”, we define H$(a, b) E St(n, R) by 
Hii(a, b) =x,y(-b(1 +ab)-')xij(a)xji(b)xii(-a(1 + ba)-l). 
In case a and b commute, we put 
(a, 6) s H&(a, b)hii( 1 + ab)? 
This element of K&z, R) does not depend on the pair of indices chosen (provided 
n 2 3). These elements atisfy the following relations: 
Dl. (a, b)(-b, -a}= 1, 
D2. (a, b)(a, c) = (a, b + c + abc) if a, b, and c commute in pairs, 
D3. (a, bc)(b, ca)(c, ab) = 1 if abc = bca = cab. 
(1.1) 
For a commutative ring R, these relations follow from the ones given in [19, p, 2831 
(for D2, apply the second part of (H3), the second part of (H5), and (H2)). Also, D3 
was shown in the case when abc = bca = cab = 0 in [20, Lemma 7.7). In general, one 
can show D3 as follows: Choose tlnree distinct indices i, j, k; then, by 13, Lemma 
4kdl 
Hij(a, bc)-’ k(b, ca)-‘Hki(c, ab)-’ = 1, 
and by [ 11, Lemma 9. 
hij(l --abc)-‘hjk(l -+abc)-‘h&l +abc)-* = 1. 
These two identities imply D3 (divide them) because the elements (a, bc), etc., are 
central (see [19, p. 2841) in St(n, I?). 
When R is a$ commutative ring, we will denote by D(R) the abelian group with 
generators the formal symbols (a, b), a, b E R, 1 + ab E R”, subject only to the 
relations Dl-D3. Similarly, if r c R is an ideal contained in the Jacobson radical, 
D(R, J) will be the abelian group with generators the formal symbols (a, b) with at 
least one of a and b in J, subject to relations D&-D3 with 41 E .I’ and 82 with 6, c E .I. 
[Note: Dl implies that the (a, b) with a EJ generate B(R, .I).] These groups D(R), 
D(R, J) are known to be isomorphic to K&z, R), &(n, J)t in Imany cases (see [22], 
[4]). In Section 6 we will require the following theorem. 
1.2. Theorem [22, Theorem 21. Let J be an ideczl of the commwtatiue ring R which is 
coE,tained ill theJacobson radical. If the natural map R + R/JspEts, then there is a split 
exact sequence (for all n 2 3) 
1 + D(R, J) + &(n, R) + &(n, R/J) + 1. 
2. A decomposition of the Steinberg group 
Let II,12 be 2-sided ideals in the associative ring R. Throughout this and the next 
section we will assume that the following conditions hold: 
Cl. II n I2 = 0 (and thus I& = I&= 0) 
C2. The projections Ti in the Cartesian square 
R “f. R/I, 
are split by homomorphisms pi which satisfy 
In particular we can identify A = R/II t I2 as a subring of the other rings in the 
square, 11 as an ideal of R/I2 which is the kernel of 7~~~ etc. The square induce6 a 
commutative diagram of Steinberg groups 
St(R) - St( R/l,) 
St(RI12) ====ir= St(A) 
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and we will identify St(R/&) (j = 1,2) and St(A) with the corresponding subgroups of 
St(R). 
Now let 
G1 = ker(St(R/Iz) + St(A)) 
Gz = ker(St(R/&) + St(A)). 
Note that any element (of St(R) of the form 
k = l&(b), id, b E 11, gE G2, 
is in &(R). For, if Q is the canonical map St(R) + E(R), then I is congruent o the 
identity modulo both I1 and 4, so p(k) = 1, as 11 nI2 = 0. We will denote by K the 
subgroup of St(R) generated by the elements of the above form. 
emma. Assume (2.1). Then every element of St(R) can Ae written uniquely in 
the for,q g2glsk where gi E Gi, s E St(A), and k E K. 
Proof. We will show that the set of elements g2glsk is closed under left multi- 
plication by the generators x&) of St(R). We need only consider the cases where 
rEA, r&or rE12. If rEA, then 
x,(r)gZglsk = (xcr(r)g2xar(-r))(x,(r)glx,(-r))(x,(r)s)k, 
which is in the correct form as Gl and G2 are normal subgroups of St(R/&) and 
St(R/Il), respectively. If r E II, then 
xa (dg2glsk = g2(xdr)gtMba (r), g2lic), 
as [am, g2] is central. If r E I2, then (~~(r)gz)glsk is already in the required form. 
Now assume g2glsk = g$gis’k’. By mapping to St(A) we then see that s = s’. 
hiiapping to St(R/&) shows that gls = gist, so gl = g;. Similarly g2 = g$, so also 
k = k’, which establishes the uniqueness of the decomposition. 
n particular, every element of E(R) can be written uniquely in the 
m (l+ Mz)(l +Ml)M, where ME E(A), 1+ Ml E E(R/12), 1+ M2~ E(RI&), 
We now put 
Ll= ker( 11) 2+
and 
Lz: = ker( /I ) 1+
&(4x, Yl/XY) 
Assume (2.1). Then 
li&(R)=K~(A)OL1QL20K. 
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f, By Lemma 2.2 every element of&(W) can be written as gZglSk. Mapping to 
St(A), we see that s E &(A); similarly, gi E Lie The directness of the sum follows from 
the uniqueness in L :mma 2.2. 
By a theorem of Swan [20, Theorem 4.21 G:! is generated by the elements 
&X (tl , . , . , tn ; b), ti E R/II, b E 12, which are inductively defined by 
x* 01 ,...,t”;b)= 
xa(b) if rs = 0, 
xxhhY(t2, l l . , t,; b)xa(-tl) if ra >O. 
In fact, we may assume that all of the ti lie in A. For UPOL~ writing ti = ai -t- bi, ai E A, 
bi*E 12, one easily checks that 
&r(h, l . . , tn; b)= 
= xa (tl t* 1; bi)x,(tl, . . . , ai,. . . , ta; b)Xa(tl, l l l 3 ti-1; --bi)* 3.=-P l- 
Our claim now follows by induction on the number of ti& A,, 
2.5. Lemma. K is generated by the elements [x,(bl), x,(al, . . . , a,; bz)] with ai E A, 
bi E Ij. We may assume Q! = 12. 
Proof. As each element of K is central, we have 
IX&), gl l . l grl= C.dbd, gd 9 l l kx(br), sd 
where each gi is one of the generators xp(al, . . . , a,, ; b2) of Gz. If p = cy, we are done; 
if p = -CY, then x,(0, al, . . . , a, ; b2) = x-,(al, . . . , an ; 62) and *we are done. In all 
other cases we will show that 
l&(bi), Xp(al, . . ..a.;bz)]=l. 
If a! and p have no indices in common, this iv clear. We therefore assume that cy and p 
have precisely one index in common. The proof will now be by induction on n. If 
n = 0, the result is immediate from the Steinberg relations, as blb2 = b2b1= 0. If 
ar = kl and /3 = km or ml; then 
1x&), x&l,. . . s a, ; Ml = k&+4, x-8 Cm, . . . 9 an ;Ml 
which is trivial by the induction hypothesis. Thus we may assume cy = kl and p = mk 
or I,*. If 13 = lm, 
[xkl(bl), Xdal, . . . p an; Ml = 
= Xl&1 ) II x&a*) xdbd, xda2, . . . 9 an; Ml 
= [xdbh,,(halh &da2, . . . 9 an; b2)1 
= [Xdh), L&b, l . l 9 an; b2)][xk,,,(blal), xml(a2, .. y 9 ata; bdl 
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which is trivial by induction. A similar argument works for @ = mk. Thus .K is 
generated by the central elements [x&), x&r,. . . , a,; bz)]. Now let w be an 
element in St(R) such that q (w ) is a monomial matrix whose associated permutation 
sends a! to 12. Then conjugating the generator by this w yields the result (see [ 11, 
Corollary 9.41). 
The following lemma is a special case of a result of Swan (see Lemma 5.4 below). 
We give a direct proof which may be of independent interest. 
2.6. Lemma. Let x E St(R) be such that its image Q(X) E E(R) is the 2 X 2 matrix (dij) 
with inverse (eij). Then, for bj E I’, 
Proofa Let v = Cxl3ldllb2)x23(d2lb2), xdedx&22)1= [rl, 221, say. Then Q(V) = 
q(xx12(b2)x-1), so v and xx&b2)x-1 differ by a central element of St(R). Therefore, 





= [ZI, z~xk-e2~hW1 
= b I, 4 Z2C~~r x&e216p)1f1~ 
The left-hand side is central, so we can conjugate by &I? to obtain 
[x12(h), xxdMx_‘I = h xd-e21h)1 
= b23(&bd, x&e2h)l 
= C-ezlbl, -dzlbd 
= (bl, d2162e21) (using the relations (1.1)). 
2.7. Corollary. K is generated by the elements (bl, bz), bj E Ij. 
roof. This follows from the two 
are conjugate. 
previous and the fact that x21(b2), xdbd 
. The proof of Lemma 2.6 is valid in St(n, R) for any n greater than or equal 
to the maximum of 4 and 1 plus the minima9 number of indices used in any expression 
for x. Appropriately stated versions of all other results in this section are valid for 
n24. 
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We conclude this section with an alternate description of the rings satisfying (2. I) 
and certain generalizations thereof. Let A be a ring with unit and I a ring (not 
necessarily with unit) which is also an A-bimodule. If I also satisfies 
(i) (ab)c = u4 bc) 
(ii) (bc)a = b(ca) (2.8) 
(iii) (ca)b = c(ab) for all a E A, b, c E I 
we will call I an A-ring. The above conditions are precisely what is required 
a ring with underlying abelian group A 01 and multiplication defined by 
to define 
(a, b)(a’, b’) = (aa’, ab’+ ba’+ bb’). 
It thus follows that an A-ring I can be characterized as the kernel of a split ring 
homomorphism from some ring to A. 
The hypothesis (2.1) is equivalent to the existence of two A-rings II, I2 such that R 
has underlying abelian group A 011 @I* with multiplication defined by 
=(aa’, abi +bla’+blbi, abi +b2a’+b&J. 
Let II, . . . , I, be A-rings and let R be the ring with underlying abelian group 
A @II @ l l l 0 Im whose multiplication is defined coordinatewise as in the preceding 
equation. Then R is a ring with 2-sided ideals 11, . . . , Im satisfying IJ’ = IJi = 
Ii n 4 = 0 for i f: j. As before one can identify St(A) and St(A @Ii) as subgroups of 
St(R). Let Gi = ker(St(A@&) + St(A)) and let Ki,, i <j, be the subgroup of St(R) 
generated by the elements (bi, bi), bi E .&, bj E Ij. 
2.9. Lemma. Every element of St(R) can be written uniquely in the form 
where the product is taken over all pairs with i c j and gi E (33, s E St(A), kij E Kik 
The existence follows immediately from an induction argument via Lemma 2.2 
applied to St(A @li 634) contained in St(R). Uniqueness follows exactly as in the 
proof of Lemma 2.2. 
-Now let Li = ker(K2(A@Ii) + K2(A)). Then Lemma 2.9 gives the follojwing 
generalization of Proposition 2.4. 
2.10. Proposition, Let AI. be a ring and let II, . . . , I, be A-rin,gs. 
IfR=A@I1@ . . . @.lm has multiplication as defined above, then 
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ce 
Let e=R& Or where R” denotes the opposite ring of . Any 2-sided ideal of 
R is then a left and right R’-module via 
a@b l y =ayb, 
y*a@b=bya. 
We will consider the group K of Section 2. By Corollary 2.7, K is generated by the 
elements (bl, bz), bi E 4. Thus, we can define a surjective homomorphism 
+:h@RC12+4 by blOb2-(bl, b2) 
as in [20, Section 71. Note that b1 0 b2 = 0 if bl E 1: or b2 E I,“, as 1112 = 0. Hence 
.1,&4=1~/1~@&/1~ 
= I&@&&. 
The main result of this section is the following 
3.1. eorem, Assume (2.1). Then the natural map 
4/c I~/IT&44&” K 
is an isomorphism. 
of. We will denote the group on the left by C. We will construct a central 
extension 
and by the universal property of 
1+K2(R)-,St(R)+E(R)+l 
will obtain a map &(R) + C. The restriction of this map to K will give an inverse to +. 
To construct rthe central extension, we will define a 2-cocycle on E(R) with values in 
C, i.e., a function f : E(R) x E(R) + C satisfying , 
(9 fb, 1) = 0 ==fU, y) 
6) f(& Y) +fby, 2) =f(x, yd +f(y, 2). 
(3.2) 
First we define a “second-order trace” 
bY 
((hi), (Cii)) = C hi @cji . i,i 
e obvious sense), so we can pass to the limit. 
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Then, for x, y E E( ), we write x = (1 + 
in Remark 2.3, and we define 
’ as 
Condition (3.2) (i) is then clearly fulfilled. To show (3.2) (ii), we first show the 
following properties of T: 
TO. T(MI, Mz) = T(M\, M;) if Ml = MI mod If ; 
Tl. T(MI +Ph, M2) = T&h, M2) + WC M2) 
T(MI, Mz+Z’+J2) = TM, 1M;?)+ UK, N2); 
T2. T(MlM, M-lM2) = T(MI, M2) 
T(MMl, M2Mv1) = T(MIF M2) for all ME GL(n, R). 
(3.3) 
TO and Tl are obvious. We will only show the seccnd half of T2. For M E GL(n, R) 
we have diag(,M, M-‘)~E(2n, R), and thus 
T(MM1, M2M-‘)= 
= T(diag(MM1, O), diag(MzM-‘, 0)) (as observed above) 
= T(diag(M, M-‘) diag(M1, 0), diag(M2, 0) diag(M-‘, M)) 
while 
T(Ml, M2) = T(diag(M1, 0), diag(M2, 0)). 
It is therefore enough to show the second part of T2 when M is a product of 
elementary matrices, and by induction we can take M to be a single elementary 
matrix E&). Also, by Tl we can assume that Ml and M2 each have only one 
non-zero entry. It is now straightforward if somewhat edious to check T2. 
We now use TO-2 to check the cocycle condition (3.2) (ii): Write 
x = (1 + M2)(l + Ml)M, 
y =(l+M;)r(l+M;)M’, 
z = (1 + M;)( 1 + M’1’)M”, 
-‘+ -1 , ) 
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f(x, y) = NW, MM;M-‘), 
f(xy, z) = T(M1 + MM;M-‘, tM~Mt-lM ‘) (use TO) 
= T(& MMtM~M’-‘M-~) + T(M;, M’M$M’-‘), 
f(x, yr) = T(M:, MM$M-‘+ MM’M$M’-‘M-l) 
= T(M1, MM$M-‘) + T(MI, MM’M$M’-lM-f), 
f(y, z) = T(M;, M’M;M’-‘), 
proving (3.2) (ii). Therefore, if we define a multiplication on the set S = C X E(R) by 
(c, x)(d, Y) = (c + d +f (x, Y ), XY ), 
then S will become a group and we will have a central extension 
l+C+S+E(R)+l. 
The unique induced map 8: St(R) + S will satisfy 
WI, b2))= N-xa(hLx-aWlI 
=[e(xa(bl?h Nx-a&HI 
= [(o,Uhh (0, E-a( 
(8(x,(bl)) and (0, E,(bl)) differ by a central element as they have the same projection 
onto E(R)) 
= (bl @ b2, 1) (by explicit computation), 
so t9 restricted to K is inverse to fli, proving the theorem. 
Assume (2.1). Then 
* This is immediate from Proposition 2*4 and Theorem 3.1. 
s. 1. One can define central extensions of E(n, I?) and GL(n, 42) 
(n 2 3) with kernel C in the same way. 
note the subgroup of ) generated by the elements (bl, b2), 
9 Lr2) be the abelian ith generators (bl, b2), (b2, bl), bi E Ij 
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subject to the relations Dl-3 (see (1.1)). Then for all n! 2 3 we have surjections 
C~D(R,I~,I~)~K,-*K~+t~~.~~K. 
The composition of all these maps is $, so, in particular, they are a13 isomorphisms. 
4. Examples and computations 
If R is a ring and I c R is a 2-sided ideal, then we denote the kernel of 
K2(R) + ,&(R/I) by &(R, I) and the Stein relativization (see [ 11, Section 61 or [ 181) 
by KS2 (W, I). Swan has shown [20, Section 7, esp. Theorem 7.1, Corollary 7.31 that if 
one has the situation of (2.1) but without assuming the existence of ~2, ~3, i.e., a 
Cartesian square with the horizontal maps splitting and ‘nap1 = ~47r3, then there are 
exact sequences 
and 
I1/Ikd2,‘I~ + K2R 11) -+ K2WI2, IA -, 1 
(4.1) 
11/I:@,e12/I;+ K; (R, I,) + K; (RJI;, It)+ 1. 
We now see that if one assumes the vertical maps split as well, one obtains two short 
exact sequences: 
4.2. Proposition. Assume (2.1). Then there are split short exact sequences 
and 
l+ I&O&/I;-, &(R, I+K2(RIIz, It)+ 1 
Proof. The splitting follows from the splitting of R + R/I;?. Also, the first map in the 
first sequence factors through the first map in the second sequence, so both maps are 
injective by Corollary 3.4. 
4.3. Remark. Swan’s hypotheses alone do not imply Proposition 4.2. To see this, let 
p be an odd prime; let 2, denote the integers modulo n. Let R be the ring whose 
underlying abelian group is Z&U& with multiplication given by 
(a, b)(a’, b’) = (aa’, a’b’+ d’b) 
and let R1 be the ring similarly obtained from Z,OZ,,. There is then a Cartesian 
square 
R - R/l,=Z2 P 
Zp = A 
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with the horizontal projections splitting, Ii = O@Z,, 12 = (p, 0)R. Each of the rings in 
the square is a quotient of Z&]/(x*); in particular they are all local, so their Kz’s are 
generated by symbols and are quotients of &(ZP2[x]/(x2)). Now l/2 E Z& so by van 
der Kallen’s theorem [al] we have K~(Z$[X]/(X*)) = K2(ZP2)@&,2 = 0, so K2 of 
each of the rings in the square is trivial. The Stein relativization KS2 (R, II) is now 
computed from the Cartesian square 
D-R 
R - R/X,. 
Here the horizontal and vertical maps split (thus satisfying (2. l)), so by Corollary 3.4 
K2(DbZ, and hence KS2 (R, II) = ker(&(D) + K*(R)) = Zp. Similarly, 
Ki (RI&!, II) = Zp, and the natural map KS2 (R, II) -) KS2 (R/I*, 11) is an isomorphism. 
In particular its kernel is not I&@&&&Z,, and the first map in the second 
sequence of (4.1) is not injective. As before, this implies that the first map in the first 
sequence is not injective. 
We now consider a special case of the situation described 
Cartesian square given by 
Al?G 9 &1/W, X2) - 4x21 
1 
4X,1 -- A, 
in (2.1), namely, the 
(4.4) 
where A is any ring and the maps are induced by setting the variables to zero. In this 
case I&@&& - A &CA. Let [A, A] denote the subgroup of the additive 
group A+ of A generated by the elements ab - ba, a, b E A. 
a. A&A =A’/[A, A]. 
oof. The maps a 0 b ++ class of ab and class of a w a @ 1 = 1 @a are well-defined 
and inverse to each other. 
Following Bass [Z] we denote the abelian group A’/[A, A] by T(A). 
. a T(A) is the target group of the universal trace function Tr defined for 
matrices over non-commutative rings by ttori [7] and Stallings [ 171. In fact, Tr and 
the trace T defined in Section 3 (speciali to the Cartesian square (4.4)) 
), then under the isomorphism II/If @&2 
to ) . 
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The following answers a question of Swan [20, p. 241]. . 
. For any ring A 
(,41[&, X,ll(X,X,)) =JG(A)ONONO T(A), 
where N = ker(Kz(A[X]) + &(A)). 
roof. This is immediate from Corollary 3.4 and Lemma 4.5. 
In view of a theorem of Quillen [ 14, Corollary to Theorem 8, p. 1221 which asserts 
that N = 0 for regular rings A, this yields: 
4.8. Corollary. For a regular ring A, 
.~2MW1, X27/(x1X2)) = K2W@ T(A)- 
These results can be generalized via Proposition 2.10: 
4.9. Theorem. Let A be any ring and let R = A[Xl, . . . , Xm]/(XiXili f j). Then 
K2(R)=K2(A)ON”OT(A)” 
where N == ker(Kz(A[X]) + Kz(A)) and n = (y) is the binomial coeficient. 
If A is cpegular, then 
,GK2(R) =K2(A)@ T(A)“. 
4.10. Remarks. 1. For A = F, a field, we obtain K2(F[XI, ;U,]/(X,X,)) = K;(F)@ 
F’. One can use this, van der Kallen’s theorem [21] and the Mayer-Vietoris 
sequence for the Cartesian square 
to show that S&(F[Xl, XZ]/(XIX~(XI -X2)) = 0 &. This answers a question in [9] 
(and was the original motivation for the present paper). Roberts [ 151 independently 
gave a computation of this SKI. 
2. For A = Zp2 (the integers modulo p2), N is an elementary abelian p-group of 
countable rank [19, p. 294). Hence 
Kz&,~[&, X21/(X&2)) =ZpWWNOK2(z,4~ 
all cases une ‘obtains Zp2 direct sum an elementary abelian p-grou 
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3, For A = Z we have h$(Z :t, X21/(X43) = 2202 where the two smmands 
are generated by {- 1, -1) and (Xi, X2), respectively. 
Properties and computations of T(A). 
1. ’ If A is commutative, T(A) = A+, of course. 
2. If B = M*(A), then the universal trace function mentioned in (4.6) above 
induces an isomorphism T(B)& T(A). 
3. Let K c L be commutative rings and let A be a K-algebra. Then T(A&L) = 
T(A)&L. If L is a flat K-module then [A, Al&L = [A&L, A&L]. 
4. If F is a field and A is a finite dimensional central simple algebra overF, then 
T(A) = F+. For let L be a splitting field for A. Let T: A + F+ be the reduced trace 
(see, e.g., [l, pp. 152-1531). We claim that 
O+[A,A]+A+F’+O isexact. 
Tensoring this sequence with L, we obtain 
o+[A&L, A&L]+AOFL+L++O, 
t 
which is exact by 2 above as A &L is a matrix ring. As L is a faithfully flat F-module, 
the claim follows, and T(A) = FC. 
5. There exist division rings D with T(D) = 0 (cf. [8, p. 4521, [6], [lo]). 
6. If B = A[G] is a group ring, then T(B) is the direct sum of as many copies of 
T(A) as there are conjugacy classes of G (cf. Stallings [17, p. 1321). 
7. If B = A[X], thenT(B) = T(A)[X] ( i.e., the direct sum of one copy of T(A) for 
each degree in X). Similarly, T(A[X, X-‘I) = T(A)[X, X-l]. 
8. Let As be a localization of A, S c A being a multiplicatively closed subset of the 
center of A. If K 2 S is a central subring of A, then As = A&KS, hence by 3 above, 
T(As)e T(A)OKK+ 
9. Let A be a separable algebra over a commutative ring K. Hattori [7, pp. 
114-l 151 has constructed an additive subgroup s(A) of A+ such that A+ = [A, A]@ 
s(A), in particular T(A) = ~(~4). 
To conclude this section we give an application of Corollary 3.4 in a more general 
case. Let CT~ and ~2 be entlomorphisms of the field P’. F[Xl, X2; c~l,a2] will denotle 
the twisted polynomial ring with multiplication determined by Xiu = ai(a)Xi, a E 17 
Xl = X,X,. We then halve a Cartesian square 
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of the type under consideration. By Silvester [16, Theorem 6, p. 42 and Theorem 14, 
pe 551, Kz(F[Xi; ui]) e Kz(F). NOW 4 = F[Xi; ~i]Xi, IT = F 
I,/I:@&/I; = FX&&FX2. 
This group is generated by the elements aX,@Xz. Now 
abX&Xz= bX&3X2a = bX1@uz(a)Xz 
= bX&a)OX2 = bada)XlOX~, 
SO (a - aun(a))bX&X2 = 0. Hence if (7103 is not the identity, FXI BFe FX2 = 0; if 
01~~ is the identity, FX&+FX2_5*F+ by the map aX1&ebX2Hau-l(b). 
Therefore, 
In this section, A will be an associative ring with unit and R will denote the ring 
4x9 . . . , X,,,]/(X,X2 l l l X,,,), where m 2 2 is a fixed integer. Theorem 4.7 above 
gives&(R) in the case when m = 2. We will now generalize this result to arbitrary nr. 
First we introduce some auxiliary notation. If I is any proper (but possibly empty) 
subset of I, = {1,2, . . . , m), we put Rr = A[Xi]iEi. We will sometimes abuse nota- 
tion and write Rrm = R, as well. Using the canonical split injection RI + R, we can 
(and will) identify St(RI) and &(RI) with appropriate subgroups of St(R) and 
&(R). The cardinality of I will be denoted III. For every index i E I,,,, we introduce 
notations for two special subsets of I,: (1, . . . , { . . . , m} will be denoted by [and {i} 
will simply be denoted by i. As before, q : St(R) + E(R) will be the canonical map. 
S will denote the set of semigroup generators for St(R) consisting of the elements 
x,(a), a E A and x,(*Xj), j E I,. %Ve will consider the higher commutators of these 
elements. To be specific; we define [b,, . . . , bl] (bi E St(R)) inductively by [bl] = bl 
and [bn, . . . , bl] = [bnr [b,& . . . , bl]]. If I G I, is any subset, a commutator 
Cb n9 * . . , bl] with each bi in the generating set S and such that I q = {jibi = x&Xi) for 
som e i} will be called a fundamental commutafor ofwpe I. The subgroup generate:d by 
all the fundamental commutators of type I will be denoted by Gl. These subgroups 
will be used to derive a normal form for elements of St(R), analogous to the one in 
Lemma 2.2.. - 
s. 1. Note that any element of GI becomes trivial if any of the variables 
indexed by I is set to zero. In particular, if y E Gl*, its image (9 (y ) in the elementary 
group is trivial mod X*X2 . l . lu, = 0, so y E &(R). Gl,, is the analogue of the group 
in Section 2 and so we will set K = GI,: Note that since K is central, it is actually 
generated by commutators of the form [x&k 
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2. If c is a fundamental co utator of type 4 and b E S, then [b, c] will be a 
fundamental commutator of type I’ with I’ 2 I. 
a. Every element y E St(R) can be written uniquely in the form y = 
n,, r, gx, gz E Gz, where the product is taken in some fixed order of non-decreasing 1 II : 
If y E K2(R), then gz E ICARd for all I. 
roof. To obtain the normal form y = n gz, we will show that the set of elements of 
this form is closed under left multiplication by the elements of S. xp(a) E G0 is 
immediately disposed of, so we have to show that x,(&Xi) . n gr can be rewritten in 
the required form. We will see this results from the fact that x,(&Xi) is of type j, 
combined w&h remark 2 above. 
First of all, if c = [bn, . . . , bl] is of type I and yl, . . . , yl are in S, then 
CYl l ’ l yi= yl[yll, cl l l l YdYl', clc 
= y1[yTI, cl l l l y,_lyl[y;l, y&, c][y;r’1, Cl[Y r’, clc 
= etc. 
where each zi is a fundamental commutator of type J with J zI. Since S is a 
generating set, this means that for any w E St(R) we have cw = wzl l l l zg as above. 
We now rewrite 
where each z is of type J for some set J containing j. After this, we first rewrite 
& (*Xj)gl as glz ‘1 l l l zIx,(*Xj), and then push the byproducts ~1, . . . , zr of the first 
step to the right - past gl - in a similar fashion. Continuing in this way, we will 
eventually move x,(*X]) to its “proper place” next to gj, and at this point our 
element will look like 
erezy,..., 2’: are commutators of types containingj. NOW xa (*Xj)gj E Gj, and only 
z’i 9 l ’ l Y 2’: are misplaced. They are moved to the right to their proper places by the 
same procedure. As above, the byproducts of this process are always commutators of 
types that belong further to the right, and so the process will terminate with our 
element rewritten in the normal form. 
the uniqueness of the normal form, we use emark 3. in 5.1. Assuming 
gi, and setting all the variables to 0, we obtain = g& Setting all variables 
to 0, gggi = gig:, so gi = g:. Continuing in this fashion we get gI = 
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I. The same argument shows that if y E &(R), then g0E &(A), g0gi E dy2(Ri) and 
thus gi E K2(Ri), etc., completing the proof of Lemma 5.2. 
For I c Im, we put 
(RI) + @ Kz(Rr)) = n ker(KdRd + #2(RJ))- 
JCl JCI 
In particular, N0 = Kz(A). The lemma above implies that G1 = 
n,,, ker(St(Rr) --) St(RJ)), since we can write an element of this intersection in the 
normal form and conclude that it is in G1. Consequently, Nr = K2(R!) n GI. In 
particular, Nr, = Gl,,, = K. 
5.3. Theorem. l&(R) = @,,, Nl ; if A is regular, then I&(R) =r K&4)@ K. 
Proof. The second assertion is a direct corollary of the first, by Quillen’s result 
(compare Theorem 4.7 and Corollary 4.8 above). The directness of the sum of the NJ 
follows immediately from the uniqueness in (5.2); the fact that every element of 
K2(R) is in the sum is the last assertion of that lemma. 
In order to complete the computation of K*(R), we must identify thle group 
K = Gr,. We use a lemma of Swan: 
5.4. Lemma ([20, p. 2511). Let R be any ring, y E R and z E St(R). Define a+ bii E R 
by (P(Z)- 1 = (aii), c~(z-~) - 1 = (bii). Assume aiiy = ybii = 0 for all i, j and blky = 0. 
Then [x&), zl= (h, y>. 
It follows immediately that K is generated by the elements (f, g), where f(Xi) E Ri, 
f(0) = 0, g E R, g = 0 mod &;Xfi Using D2 (see (1.1)) we can assume that f and g 
are monomials (f is a monomial in Xi and g is one in all the other variables). If f has 
degree at least 2, we can use D3 to show (f, g) = 1. Therefore f can be taken to have 
degree 1, and as we can shift the coefficients to g (D3 again), we can even take f = Xi. 
Write g = n,eiXi l g’, where g’ is a monomial in some of the variables except Xi. If g’ 
involves all of those variables, we can write g = (ni,fXi)* l g” and use D3 to show 
(f, g) = 1. So we may assume that g’ involves precisely the variables of some proper 
subset J C l We can write g = n,,tXi l fli, Jxi l g”, where g” is a monomial in RJ. En 
particular, K is cle,arly generated by all elements of the form 
where J c 1, is a proper subset, i is an index with i& J, and h E R: (h not necessarily a 
monomial). We have seen that if J has m - 1 elements, [hL,i = 1. This generalizes to 
the 
r Qny prqer subset J c I,,, and any h E 
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roof. Let {il, l . . , ik} be the complement of J in I,. Then 




L-h1 -1 = &.. % Chl J.ik, 
bv iepeateci application of D3. 
Furthermore, it is easy to see as in Section 4 that h can really be considered as an 
element of T(R)J =: T(A)[Xi]icJ, should A be non-commutative. We now complete 
the description of K*(R) by proving the 
5.6. Theorem. There is a canonical exact sequence 
l+ @ T(R)J+ @ @T(R)J+K+l 
JcI,,, JcI,,, itiJ 
where the inclusion is the “diagonal”. In particular, we have a (non-canonical) 
isomorphism K a@J,.-l, (m - IJI - l)T(R)J. 
Note: For m = 2 the only contribution to K is for J = 0, and we get K = T(A) as in 
Theorem 4.7. 
roof. The right-hand map in the sequence is given by 
(hJ,i) *II [hr,iIJ,i, 
J,i 
and is surjective by D2 and the fact that the [h]J,i generate K. Therefore from Lemma 
5.5, we have only to prove that the kernel of the right-hand map is precisely the 
image of the “diagonal” map from @J T(R)J, i.e., that it is not larger. This will be 
shown by induction on m. FU m = 2 this is equivalent to Theorem 4.7, so we may 
assume the result to be known for m - 1. 
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To fix ideas, we will first look at what happens if we “delete” the variable X,. That 
is, if we let B = A[Xm], there is a natural projection 
R = AIXl, . . . , X,-J/(X, l 8 9 x,) = A[X,,,][XI, l s . , X,,,-,3/(x1 l 9 . X,,,) 
+A[X,][XI, . . .v Xm-MX, l l l Xnv-n) 
= BIXl, . . . , X,-,1/(X, g l ’ X,-1) = s, 
and we consider what happens to 
under this projection. If i = m, then [h]J,i++ 1, for all of X1, . . . , X,-l occur on one 
side in that case. If i # m, but m& .& then [h]J,i !:an be rewritten as 
(X, n X’ II X,Y,h) 
i#i,m jeJ 
and this gets mapped to CX,h]J,i, where Xmh should be considered as an element of 
SJ. If m E J, then we get 
which gets mapped to [XZ,h]J-tm),i, where this time Xih is to be considered as an 
element of S J-(m). Of course, if any other variable is chosen instead of Xm, similar 
things happen, but the notation is more complicated. What we must prove is the 
following claim. 
Claim. Suppose 
II II ChJ,iIJ,i = 1. 
J i&J 
Then for any J and any il, i2 ti J, hJ,i, = hJ,i2 in T(R)J. 
Proof of claim. Assume equation (*) holds and execute the projection described 
above. We obtain 
I-I IYI [XZahJ,iIJ--trn1.i n n CXmhJ,iIJ,i = 1. 
J i&J J i&J 
I meJ m&Ji#m 
This is, of course, a relation of type (*) with S instead of R, and so we can use our 
induction hypothesis, if we first write this exactly in the form (*). Let K be a proper 
subset of I,-1. Then K “occurs” in two ways in the above relation: as J -{m) with 
J = K u(m) and as J with J = K. Therefore we obtain 
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and by the induction hypothesis, whenever il, i2 E Im-1, il, il& K we have 
Note that h K,Jl and hK,iz do not involve X,, SO we obtain hK,il= hK,iz and h Ku{m),il = 
h Ku{m),i2* As was observed above, there is nothing special about the index m, so we 
have proved: 
1. &ii = hK,iz whenever there is an index is (which can play the role of m) such 
that iI, iz and i3 are distinct and not in K; 
29 hI,i, = hr,i, whenever there is an i3 E I and il, i2 & I (put K = I - (1’3)). 
The second statement proves our claim except when I = 9). When I = 0, since 
m 2 3, the first statement proves our claim. 
6. A question of Swan 
Let -4 be a commutative ring and M an A-module. We denote by AM the ring with 
underlying abelian group A 0 M and zero multiplication on M; for instance, 
AA = A[X]/(X”). There is a natural split surjection AM + A inducing a map 
K2(AM)+K2(A); the kernel of the latter map will be denoted F2(M). Fz(A) was 
computed by van der Kallen [21]. He showed, in particular, that Fz(A) -L&/z 
(Kihler differentials) if 2 is a unit of A and also if A is a perfect field of characteristic 
2. We will now use his results to compute F*(M) in general. Related computations, 
but not quite in this generality, were made by Perrcn [12, 131, and Hatcher 
(unpublished); we will show hdw the general case is easily derived using the van der 
Kallen-Maazen-Stienstra result cited as Theorem 1.2. 
By Theorem 1.2, F&W)=D(A~, M); as noted in Section 1, D(AM, M) is 
generated by the elements (m, a + ml) (a E A, m, ml 5 M). We have (nt, a + ml> = 
(m, a)( m, ml), and it is easy to see that relations Dl-3 in (1.1) are equivalent to 
El. (m, ml)(m, m’I>=(m, ml+mi) 
E2. (m, ml)(m’, ml> = (m + mr, ml) 
E3. (m, a)(&, a) = (m + m’, a) 
E4. (m, a)(m, a’)= (m, a +a’)(m, uu’m) 
E5. (m, aa’) = (am, a’)(a’m, a) 
E6. (m, aml)(ml, am) = 1. 
(6-l) 
(Note: E6 implies (am, ml) = (m, aml).) 
In other words, Fz(M) is the abelian group with generators (m, a) and (m, ml) 
subject only to relations El-6. 
When dealing with Fz(A), we will for convenience and as usual denote the 
generator of the “A-module A”, i.e. the element mapping to X under the iso- 
morphism AA = A[ 2), by E (so AA = A@& with E2 = 0). Recall from van der 
&<NX WJ-) 
Kallen [21] that F*(A) has a natural A-module structure, which is given by 
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a 9 (bE, c) = tab&_, c) 
aw(be,cE)=(abe,ace) (a,b,cEA). 
Let I(M) be the submodule of M&M generated by all elements of the form 
m @m and let J(M) c 1(M) be the submodule generated by the eleilaents m 0 m 1 + 
m&m (m, ml E M). Then MOM/l(M) = A’M (the second exterior power); we 
put M@M/J(M) = T\*M. It is then clear from relations El, E2 and E6 (see 6.1 
above) that there is a homomorphism go : A*Ad + F&V) defined by pM( m @ m 1) = 
(m, ml). Note that if 2 is a unit of A, then I(M) = J(M) and A*M = A*M for any M. 
Warning. For M = A, we have A*A T 0, A*A =A/2A. However, the resulting 
map QA : A/2A + F*(A) is not an A-module homomorphism. 
Let Y be the A/2A-module which is A/2A as an abelian group, with the action 
given by &a = 62a (a, b E A). We will show that there is a cocartesian square 
Y@M/2M - Fz(A)OM 
A/ZA A 
(6.;!) 
2 AM - F2(M). 
First we define the maps in the square. F*(A) and Fz(M) have the presentations given 
in (6.1). Y@A,~AM/~M is an abelian group with generators a@fi (a’ E A/2A, 
vii E M/2M) and relations 
One similarly has a presentation of &(A)&M as an abelian group. From these 
presentations one sees easily that the maps can be defined as follows. 
Top: a’@fi~(&, ae)@m, 
Bottom: QM, 
J,eft: a@Si c*am@m, 
Right: 
(a&, b)@m -(am, b) 
(a&, c&)Om -(am, cm). 
It is now straightforward to check that (6.2) is commutative. To check the cocartesian 
property, assume there are homomorphisms p: A*M + X, 1(1: F~(A)@AM + X of 
abelian groups satisfying the commutativity condition. Then there will be a 
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well-defined 8 : F*(M) -) X given by @((in, a)) = #((E, a) @ m) and @((m, ml)) = 
p(m @ ml), and this will be the unique homomorphism such that 
YOM/2M - F&l)@M 
A/2A A 
commutes. 
We have therefore ;rroved the 
0.3. T~RWD~WL For ckny commutative ring A and any A-module M, F*(M) is given by 
the cocartesian square ( 
We list some immediate consequences. 
. Corollary. If 2 is a unit of A, then 
For A = 2, the A,/2A-module Y is just Z/22 itself, F*(Z) ==2/2Z(van der Kallen 
[21, Exemple 1, p. 1204]), and we get the 
3. Coro!lary. For A = 2, F&U) = A’M. 
In this situation, $one can show that there is a non-canonical isomorphism A”M = 
A*M @ M/2M. This answers aquestion of Swan [S, Problem 20, p. 2641 which was 
also considered by Perron in [12]. 
Along the lines of Corollary 6.4, one can more generally define a map F*(M) + 
by (m, a+Q, (m, m&+m II ml and a map F2(M)4&&&M by (m, a)- 
da 63 m, (m, ml) I---, 0. This follows immediately from (6.1). These maps then give rise 
to exact sequ.ences 
(6.6) 
and 
A 2 (6.7) 
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Here the unidentified maps are as in (6.2); the sequences fit into a commutative 
diagram 
A2M - F2(M) -- F,(A)&4 e 
A 
6.8. Proposition. dr any A and any A-modules M and N 
F2(M @N) x F2(M) @F&V) CW'OAN. 
Pmof. There is a Cartesian square 
A MON - AM 
AN- A 
satisfying conditions (2.1), so the proposition follows from Corollary 3.4. 
6.9. Proposition. If M is a projective A-module, then the exact sequence (6.6) extends 
to 
Proof. By Proposition 6.8 and the fact that A2(M@N) a A2M@A2N @MOAN, 
we reduce to the case that M is free. The statement is obviously true for M =A; the 
above argument shows it is therefore true for a finite direct sum M = A* o!! copies of 
A. Passing to the direct limit concludes the proof for arbitrary free M. 
6.10. Remarks. In general, the leftmost arrow in (6.7) is not injective, even for free 
M, For example, let A have characteristic 2 and let M be a free module with basis 
{e. Icy E a) where % # 8 is an ordered index set. It is easily checked that {xla[ s fi} -- 
is a basis for A2M over A. Hence e, Be, # 0 in A2.M and (e,, ea) = 1 in F2(M) (apply 
E4withm=e,,a=a’= 1). Hence in this case the map is never injective. 
Also, Proposition 6.9 fails in general for non-projective M; for example, if 
A = F2[X]/(X2), M = F2. By explicit computations from (6.1) one obtains 
F2(A) = A@ M and thus F~(A)OAM a M OM, F$,M) * Me 
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